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Dear Parents & Families,
April was an extremely eventful month for everyone at
Bumblebee! This month we focused on learning about
the planets, Earth, and the solar system. We also discussed different space ships and what it would be like
in space. The children really enjoyed using their imagination to ask questions about the world around them.

ÚNOR 2019

We had a blast on our school in nature trip! We visited
a castle, glass factory, and had a visit from the Easter
Bunny! For those who stayed at school, they celebrated
Easter together, as well.

We enjoyed a trip to the mini farm to look at different
animals. The older children visited the Planetarium
where we looked at different stars, looking through telescopes, and a film about our solar system.
We are looking forward to learning about transportation next month and warmer days!

Best,
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Yellow class

L

ast month we continued to talk about
Spring. This time we focused on farm
animals, their pups and sounds. We
read books about them like "Farm",
"Farm Animal Friends" and „On the Farm“. We
sang songs "Old McDonald Had a Farm" and
"Baa Baa Black Sheep". We practised our
memory with animal flash-cards, completed
farm puzzles and played games like "What do
the animals say?" or "Who's that?".

We also spent a lot of time working on Easter
projects. We planted seeds of spring grass,
decorated Easter eggs, made very cute paper
Easter chicks and went looking for surprise
Easter bunny left for us.

At the end of the month we had a Bumble Bee
Brains competition. We practised our logical
and maths skills in different games. It wasn't
about winning but about having fun and enjoying the lot we already know. The winner was
everyone who joined in.

With the nicer weather we also spent more and
more time outdoors. We played in the garden
with bicycles, motorbikes
and cars, which will be part
of our topic next month.
Have a nice rest of spring,

Red class

T

he month of April was a great success for our Red Class.
We had been keeping a lookout for signs of Spring and
observing the beauty of the blossoming trees, especially
during our outdoor play.

Down on the Farm was a big topic for us. We have been learning
lots about farm animals, preparing for our trip to a mini farm where
we saw different animals such as goats, sheep,pigs,hens,ducks.
Our trip was very interesting. During our circle time we read
stories about farm animals, played a matching game „Animals and
their Babies“ and memory games with farm animals pictures. For
our craft lessons we used different painting techniques to
strengthen our fine motor skills.
We spent a lot of time preparing for Easter. We painted eggs,
sang songs, read stories and did puzzles related to Easter. The
best part for it was our Easter egg hunt. We had a great time
planting spring grass and each child was responsible for watering
his or her own grass.
At the end of the month we talked about our planet, the things that
make it special and ways to take care of it to brighten our future.
Then we learned about the colors of the bins and how to
segregate rubbish.
The time flies by when we are having fun. Next month we will
learn about Transportation and start practicing for our summer
performance. Have a wonderful spring season!

Red class

In April we continued with a Spring theme. The books we read, the
songs we sang or projects we made were all attached to this topic.
We also enjoyed preparing for the Easter season, talked about our
traditions, planted the spring grass, made cute Easter bunnies and
as every year we organized an Easter egg hunt in our garden.
We continuously work on expanding our vocabulary by using new
phrases, correct prepositions...and we try to use as much English as
we are able in communication among each other.
In April we took a part in BB brain competition, which included accomplishing variaty of counting tasks, color recognition, object sorting and worksheet activities.
We enjoyed a trip to Šestajovice farm and had a great time playing
on Hanspaulka playground.

Rec class

There was one birthday celebration in April. Max turned four and we
wish him all the best!

Blue class
A

pril was such a wonderful month of growth and
learning for blue class! We learned about the universe,
planets, and our solar system this month. The kids
loved looking at pictures and asking questions about
space. We completed various projects, but their favorite was our solar system model they made. You can
find it hanging on our ceiling :)

We were spoiled with some summer-like days this
month. Including our time spent at School in Nature! It
was a great experience for the kids to be independent.
We all had so much fun visiting castles, a glass factory, and an Easter egg hunt.

We focused a great deal on math this month and our
other logic skills with puzzles. We finished the month
with Bumblebee brain week to put our logic skills to
the test! The class is beginning to communicate more
in English to their classmates during activities. We are
excited to start practicing for our summer show and
learn
about
transportation
in
May!

Blue

Green
class
The month of April for Green class has been very eventful
and exciting. We had a trip to the planetarium that was great.
They showed the children all the different planets, stars and constellations. In addition to that the short film about space was
wonderful and it was the children’s favorite part. School in nature was awesome.
We had a trip to a glass factory and castle. The
children enjoyed discovering the process of how glass is
made in the hot ovens. The trip to the castle was really
fun and the children had a “real princess” show them
around the castle. The weather was perfect as well and
the children had a great time playing in the sun.
Our main focus in the classroom was space. We
discussed all the planets in our solar system and what
they are made of. We went over what the differences
between stars, planets, asteroids and comets. Lastly we
discussed our milky way galaxy and other galaxy’s in
the universe. The weather has been wonderfully warm
so enjoy and you all next month.

Green class

What was your
favorite part of
school in nature?
Natálka: Sending postcards to my parents.
Apolenka: Dancing party.
Emička and Ellenka: Trip to the Glass factory.
Mia, Adámek, Mareček: Looking for Easter
eggs.
Honzík: I could be a policeman during relaxation.
David: The best thing was that my friends were
there.
Oliver, Maty and Tobi Pavelka: Looking for the
treasure.
Péťa: Ice cream :-)
Alex: The whole school in nature.
Tobi Tůma: The playground with a boat.
Ninečka: Our girls room.
Sofi: Getting postcards from my parents, crafts
and chocolate eggs.
Tobíček Č.: Sleeping in there. :-)

...and what else we
enjoyed?
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